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Purpose of the Document

 This document was created with the aim of aiding River Ba-
sin Districts (RBDs) in Spain with the completion of a worksheet-
tool for the identification and designation of Heavily Modified 
Water Bodies (HMWBs), in accordance with European and Na-
tional Legislation. The worksheet can be considered a “passport” 
for a natural/ heavily modified water body (WB) i.e. a document 
which fully identifies and includes essential information on the 
WB. 
 This User’s Guide, which accompanies the worksheet and 
a list of Spanish WB case studies, makes specific mention to the 
case study of the Manzanares River along its course through Ma-
drid. This is a familiar WB to both the RBDs and the general public 
in Spain . This fact along with the wealth of information available 
on this WB allowed for an extension to the case study in the pro-
duction of this adjoining guidance document.

 The main aim of this adjoining guidance document is to 
provide a step-by-step method for the completion of the work-
sheet which allows the RBDs to comprehend the methodology 
behind the definition of Maximum and Good Ecological Potential 
(MEP and GEP, respectively). in accordance with the CIS Guidance 
Document #37 (Steps for defining and assessing ecological po-
tential for improving comparability of HMWB) and its Library of 
Mitigation Measures.

 The worksheet takes into account the Water Framework 
Directive’s aims and combines it with the latest available CIS 
Guidance Documents and National Guides. As such, the work-
sheet can be considered a “living document” subject to updates 
according to consolidated legislative texts and guidance. 
Disclaimer: At the time of writing the worksheet to which this 
document is a guide was under evaluation. Hence, some features 
may appear differently.

How to Use this Document
 This User’s Guide can be used in order to complete infor-
mation for the identification and designation of HMWBs in  the 
worksheet provided by MTERD. If used by an RBD the aim is to 
use it on a daily basis for work purposes. This will allow for com-
plete familiarity with all aspects regarding the concepts of GEP/
MEP.

 The worksheet can be completed by following the User’s 
Guide page-by-page in order to complete the worksheet’s tabs 
in sequence. Alternatively, this document can be used to refer to 
specific sections of the HMWB designation process (e.g. identi-
fication of Spanish Mitigation Measures according to the latest 
National Guidance in the tab “Evaluación Potencial Ecologico”). 

 Hyperlinks to documents have been provided, where 
avaialble at the time of writing. Handy tools are indicated with a 
yellow background and adjacent lightbulb symbol.
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1. Identificación 

Basic information needed, including start and 
finish coordinates (UTM).

Typology according to BOE 817/2015.
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This section will include basic information about the water body,  detailing briefly its location, surroundings 
and significance

https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2015-9806


Include physical description, shape and signifi-
cance to surrounding environment

 Justification of grouping is based on Guidance Docu-
ment # 4’s Designation Test, where “justification for 

grouping water bodies should be provided. If water bod-
ies are grouped, there must be no differences in the char-
acteristics of the water bodies or the specified uses which 

could affect the outcome of the designation tests”

 Update protected zones information, making refer-
ence to legislation/directives

 1. Identificación - continued
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https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/facts_figures/guidance_docs_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/facts_figures/guidance_docs_en.htm


2. Información Protocolo

Complete this tab in advance. This will aid in section tabs “Pre-
liminar”, “MEP y GEP” and “Evaluación Potencial ecológico”.

Columns “Buen Potencial” (Good Potential) and “Máximo Potencial” 
(Maximum Potential) could be filled by information originating from pre-
vious use of the Hydromorphological Protocol. It is highly recommended 
to leave these columns blank until completion of the tab MEP y GEP (MEP 
and GEP) in order to become familiar with the GEP/MEP definition process.

Complete according to: Protocolo para el Cálculo 
de Metricas de los Indicadores Hidromorfológicos de 
las Masas de Agua Categoría Río accompanying the 
document Protocolo De Caracterización Hidromor-

fológica De Masas De Agua De La Categoría Ríos (will 
be referred to as the Hydromorphology Protocol).
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This section will include the basic elements for the hydromorphological conditions of the HMWB 
based on the national Hydromorphology Protocol.

https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx


3. Preliminar

In this section the designation of water bodies into Artificial and preliminarily into Heavily Modified or Natural is based on section 6 
in Guía del Proceso de Identificación Y Designación de las Masas de Agua Muy Modificadas y Artificiales Categoría Río (Guide to the 

Process of Identifying and Designating Heavily Modified and Artificial Water Bodies of the River Category) which will be referred to from 
here-on as Guía del Processo I&D.

This section , along with  Sections 4. Test 1 and 5. Test 2, will follow the  steps needed for the designation of a HMWB.  
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The flow diagram from the 
Guía del Processo I&D indi-

cating the steps for the desig-
nation of a Heavily Modified 
Water Body is provided here 

for reference.
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Case Study Focus: Hydromorphological Pressures in the Manzanares

In addition to the effects of the Santillana and Pardo dams, upstream of this stretch of the Manzanares river, during the 1950s a series of 
dams was built in order to retain water in ponds and give the impression of a large, deep-water European river. The closure of the dams led 
to the creation of dark, stagnant and odorous water which was plagued by mosquitos. This saw the loss of the islands and the natural flow 
of sediments and with them the flora and fauna. With the creation of breakwaters and vertical walls the riparian area, the riverbanks, and the 
riverbed became disconnected. Even after the well-known Madrid Río Project (2005-2009), where the dams were restored and integrated into 
the walkway and bridge system of the city, the riverbed and banks of the river continue to maintain channeling; alternating breakwater and 

granite walls in the metropolitan area.

Google Earth view (June 2019) Weir #4 in the metropolitan area of the 
Manzanares river along its course through Madrid. Vertical granite walls 
are visible. You are invited to access this Google Earth Project based on  

physical alterations in the metropolitan area.

Screenshot taken from the IT tool PHweb. Mag-
inification of a section of the Manzanares river in 
the metropolitan area of Madrid. Highlighted in 
green are the chanelisations reporting according 

the DATAGUA 2008 pressures.
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https://earth.google.com/earth/rpc/cc/drive?state=%7B%22ids%22%3A%5B%221dUJtTi5jT94FXEj0s7oXIm9MT9BG4Bwr%22%5D%2C%22action%22%3A%22open%22%2C%22userId%22%3A%22117881850167337877278%22%7D&usp=sharing
https://servicio.mapama.gob.es/pphh/


In either case (Yes/No) of 
changes to  hydromorphol-
ogy complete subsequent 

sections

 3. Preliminar - continued 

Usos are according to those regis-
tered for the specific WB based on 
the Water Register in accordance 

with Article 80 of the revised Water 
Law (Royal Decree 1/2001 of 20th 

July)

Drivers and Pressures are in ac-
cordance with Hydrographic Plan-

ning Instruction (IPH)

Explain qualitatively the 
nature of the pressures, 

their uses and effects mak-
ing, reference specifically 

to the water body. 9

The list of Usos/Drivers/Presiones/Impactos (Uses/Drivers/Pressures/
Impacts) is provisional and is due to change. Alongside the renewed 
list, a mapping system will be available for a more efficient comple-

tion. Please refer to the latest worksheet available.

Information in following sections can be extracted 
from latest RBMP and subsequent updates. 

https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2001-14276
https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2001-14276
https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2001-14276
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2008-15340
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2008-15340


 3. Preliminar - continued 

Complete this section according to the Hydromorphology Protocol  including information on the year the information was gath-
ered and methodology by which it was obtained (Estudio de gabinete o/y campo - Study in office and/or field).

Spider Diagram will form according to information provided in 
the tab Información Protocolo (High Status and Actual Status).
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https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx


 3. Preliminar - continued 

Qualitative status of indica-
tors used (Muy Bueno-Malo)/

(High-Bad) based on cur-
rent knowledge according to  

Guidance Document #4

Select the lowest status according to 
the “one out all out” principle

Specific contaminants can be found in NCA ANEXO V RDSE 
but refer only to chemical status. The chemical status is evalu-

ated according to Article 17 and Annex IV of RD 817/2015.
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https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/facts_figures/guidance_docs_en.htm
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2015-9806
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2015-9806


An appropriate assessment of the ecological status is a prerequisite for the 
designation of HMWBs.If the BQE are consistent with having reached good 

ecological status the water body ought to be treated as natural.

Return to top of the sheet to complete preliminary identification Muy Modi-
ficada/ Natural (Heavily Modified/Natural) accordingly. Full designacion 

procedure can be found in section 2 of Guía Del Proceso De Identificación Y 
Designación De Las Masas De Agua Muy Modificadas Y Artificiales Categoría 

Río (Guide to the Process of Identifying and Designating Heavily Modified and 
Artificial Water Bodies of the River Category).

 3. Preliminar - continued 
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4. Test 1

Affected indicator corresponds to the 6 categories in the 
Hydromorphology Protocol  and the hydromorphological 

elements referenced in Guidance Document #37

Refer to section 2.2.1 in Guía del Proceso 
I&D

Describe the improvements expected 
from the application of the restaura-

tion measures making reference to the 
specific WB.
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https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/facts_figures/guidance_docs_en.htm


 4. Test 1 - continued

Complete information for each type of measure according to Annex  1.1 and 
1.2 in Guía Del Proceso de I&D

If the negative impacts on the specific use are considered significant, then the 
water body must be considered for the designation test 2; if on the contrary 

there are no significant negative effects, then the impact of the measure on the 
environment must be studied.
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5. Test 2

Complete according to section 2.2.2 in Guía del Proceso I&D, not forgetting 
the final designation of the WB.
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6. MEP y GEP

According to Annex V 1.1.5 of the WFD the quality elements applicable to HMWBs are those applicable to whichever category 
(river, lake or transitional/coastal) it most closely resembles after modification. Take into account the modifications as these may 

lead to a change in category from the original (e.g. river to lake through the building of a reservoir).

The most approach which will be used most frequently by RBDs will be the Mitigation Method Approach 

16

This section involves the selection of mitigation measures for defining MEP and GEP. Measures should be 
ecologically effective, relevant to the water body and the modifications that have taken place, and ensure 

the best approximation of ecological continuum. 



 6. MEP y GEP

The Mitigation Meas-
ures along with the 

Medidas/Códigos/KTM 
(Measures/Codes/KTM) 

can now be found in 
Section 5 of Guía del 

Proceso I&D

17

Mitigation measures can be selected from a national or European mitigation measures library based on infor-
mation about the water category and water body type, the nature of the physical modification, its effects on the 

hydromorphological (and physico-chemical) supporting elements and their effects on the BQEs.

For the justification of 
the measures and the 

elements it can im-
prove you can refer to 
the column Bloque de 
medidas (librería euro-
pea de medidas) in the 

above section



 6. MEP y GEP - continued

After identifying the measures need-
ed in order to mitigate all pressures 
with a negative effect on ecological 

continuum (and excluding those meas-
ures which have a significant adverse 
effect on the use(s)), apply the assess-

ment procedures of the Hydromor-
phology Protocol and metrics to ana-

lyse the effects of the measures.

The Spider Diagram formed will auto-complete 
with the information in Etapa C (Stage C) and the 
information on the actual values, both from the 

tab Información Protocolo.

You can now complete the column Máximo Potencial 
(Maximum Potential) in the tab Información Protócolo 

in accordance with the values in Etapa C (Stage C).
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https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx


 6. MEP y GEP - continued

Etapas E and F (Staged E and F) are 
left incomplete in accordance with 
the Mitigation Measures Approach 
(lack of suffiecient knowledge or 
data to be completed). We refer to 
the flow diagram included in the 
Guidance Document #37 and adapt-
ed in the Guía del Proceso I&D. These 
stages can be completed in the ref-
erence approach due to the estab-
lished prior knowledge on the WB’s 
BQEs and relationship with its hydro-

morphology

Here the physicochemical val-
ues which have been considered 
are those corresponding to High/

Good limits of the water body typol-
ogy under natural conditions (BOE 

817/2015).

19

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/facts_figures/guidance_docs_en.htm
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2015-9806
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2015-9806


The steps followed for the Manzanares River along its course through Madrid are
A->B->C->D->B->H->G

These are the recommended steps for the Mitigation Measures approach.

 6. MEP y GEP - continued
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 6. MEP y GEP - continued

Refer back to the identified measures for MEP in 
Etapa B (Stage B) and identify the measures which 

would only result in a slight ecological improvement 
in order to exclude them .

The remaining measure or combination of measures 
will deliver the best improvement, taking into account 
the need to ensure best approximation to ecological 

continuum. They comprise the mitigation measures to 
define GEP for the specific HMWB and be enlisted in 

Etapa H (Stage H). 
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1.- RH: CAUDAL E
HIDRODINÁMICA

2.- RH: CONEXIÓN CON
AGUAS SUBTERRÁNEAS

3.- CONTINUIDAD DE LOS
RÍOS

4.- CM:VARIACIÓN DE LA
PROFUNDIDAD Y

ANCHURA

5.- CM:ESTRUCTURA Y
SUSTRATO DEL LECHO

6.- CM:ESTRUCTURA DE
LA ZONA RIBEREÑA

CARACTERIZACIÓN DE LA HIDROMORFOLOGÍA DE LA MASA DE AGUA 

SITUACIÓN INALTERADA BUEN POTENCIAL SITUACIÓN ACTUAL

 6. MEP y GEP - continued

The process is repeated as for 
MEP by applying the assessment 

procedures of the Hydromorphol-
ogy Protocol and metrics to ana-
lyse the effects of the measures 
and obtain quantitative values 

for the hydromorphology of the 
HMWB.

The Spider Diagram formed will auto-com-
plete with the information in Etapa G (Stage G) 
and the information on the actual values, both 

from the tab Información Protocolo.

You can now complete the column Buen Potencial 
(Good Potential) in the tab Información Protócolo in 

accordance with the values in Etapa G (Stage G).
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https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/agua/temas/estado-y-calidad-de-las-aguas/aguas-superficiales/programas-seguimiento/Protocolos-caracterizacion-y-calculo-metricas-en-hidromorfologia.aspx


7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico 

Choose the method corresponding to the level of information available for 
the specific HMWB. For both methods both Evaluation types (Tipo I, Tipo II) 

can be followed

Whether the Reference or Mitigation Measures Approach was utilised in the 
tab MEP y GEP, may dictate the methods selected here (Método A/B)

23

The methodology followed in this section is in accordance with the national Guidance on the Status 
of Superficial and Subterrenean Waters.. The latest available version should be used.

This section comprises the evaluation of the hydromorphological, physico-
chemical and hydromorphological aspects of Ecological Potential



 7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico - continued

The table shows the class change limits to be used for the evaluation of Ecological Potential. When following the Mé-
todo A (Method A) the limits are those which have been specifically derived for the WB. For Método B (Method B), such 
as in this case study, the limits between the class qualities for the physicochemical and biological quality elements are 

dictated by BOE 817/2015 (Anexo II) according to the typology assigned to the WB, as if it were a natural WB.
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https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2015-9806


 7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico - continued

The values for Máximo (Maximum) and Bueno o superior/
moderado (Good or superior/moderate) are equal to the areas 
of the hexagon which can be found in Información Protocolo 
columns Máximo Potencial and Buen Potencial, respectively.

The method for establishing class limit values for Moderado/deficiente (moder-
ate/poor) and Deficiente/malo (poor/bad) are described here

25



 7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico - continued

The Spider Diagram will be 
formed from the informacion 

provided for the actual situation 
in the tab Información Protocolo 
and the values obtained for Máx-
imo Potencial and Buen Potencial 

in the section above.
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The values acquired during the 
Tipo I (Type I) Evaluation method 

originate from the vertices of 
the Spider Diagram; in contrast 
to Tipo II which originate from 

the areas of the hexagosn in the 
Diagram.



 7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico - continued

Evaluation Tipo I (Type I) for Ecological Potential values should be calculated 
according to the national Guidance for the Evaluation on the Status of Superficial 

and Subterranean Waters (here-on Guía para la Evaluación del Estado).

Level of confidence should reflect whether work was done directly or 
through an approximation (high/low, accordingly). This should be estab-

lished according to the national Guía para la Evaluación del Estado.
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The area of the hexagon for the actual 
status of the Manzanares River puts it at 
moderate status according to the class 
limits established earlier in this section.

The level of confidence in this value 
is Bajo (low) due to its establishment 

through estimation “in the office” (not 
“in field”) (Hydromorphology Protocol).
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 7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico - continued



Summarise the results for both Evaluation Types used in your chosen Method.

Choose the Evaluation Type and State the value of Ecological Potential, justifying 
your choice. Here, the most conservative approach was chosen (poor over moderate).

 7. Evaluación Potencial Ecológico - continued
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